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In the pre-War Austro-Hungarian Empire the question
of languages was not an unimportant one. The Austrians
would not allow any other language but German nor
the Magyars of Hungary any but Magyar. Even for
purposes of joint administration the two delegations met
separately for all purposes except when a joint session was
held in which case there was only voting but no debate.
This unsatisfactory arrangement did not contribute to the
growth of-sympathies so very necessary to the success of a
confederation. The ultimate result was the break up of the
Empire after the War.
In Switzerland ulso there was the same difficulty of
finding a common language, but it was overcome by the
recognition of *all the three languages as equal, thus
respecting the susceptibilities of the three races. The Canton
where a particular language predominates conducts its
administration through that language. This arrangement
is possible only under a federal form of Government.
The Dutch of South Africa are as much in favour of
retaining jfeheir own language as the English theirs. They
established union but the equality of the two languages had
to be recognised and one section of the Act of Union
expressly did it.*	, -
: We now see that the states where the language
problem was absent,; easily federated-together, yet it
must;be admitted that <even* the complex problem of the
variety of: languages has b^en successfully solved by the
application of the principles of federal government This
dissimilarity in languages -is no obstacle to federation.
On the contrary, it is &n ^argnftient ?n favour of federalism
which clearly aims at ree&gjsisiug differences and adjusting
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* Article 137 .of the Constitution. :o| South Af&ca- lays down ^ Both
the English and Dutch languages shall be official languages of the 'Union,
and shall be treated^ on a Jqqting of jequality. aEcl possess and en joj^qual
freedom, rightSj and pmileges,*'

